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What is this document about?

This document outlines the basic career path of a software engineer within DoctorC. This

document outlines what we want every engineer to excel in and how they can grow within the

organization.

● Communication Standards - It is a bit more detailed than the one written in Operating

Principles.

● Measuring your expertise - PSHE Scale applied to Software Engineers

● Software Engineering Levels and their characteristics

● Performance review process

● How to read books
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Communication

Communication is critical for you to be productive in the office. By communication, we mean how

to give or receive information, or coordinate with other people in the company. We have seen

that many of the issues we encounter can simply be improved by communicating the right thing

at the right time.

It is critical for you to understand what we expect from everyone in how they communicate with

the company.

Different modes of communication

There are several ways of communicating. They fall broadly into two categories -

1. Synchronous:

○ Synchronous modes of communication require more effort and are usually used in

urgent and/or slightly complex situations.

2. Asynchronous:

○ Asynchronous communication is preferred for day to day stuff that is non urgent

and/or for simpler situations.

Here is a list of the different ways of communication

Talking (Synchronous) - The obvious one, you can simply choose to walk to a person and start

talking face to face. It is the best way to communicate a high amount of information in a short

period of time. You can also make decisions quicker. But it is the most disruptive form of

communication because you are interrupting the other person’s work. If a person is continuously

talking with other people, it prevents them from focusing on the task at hand which lowers their

output/productivity. Before deciding to approach someone to talk, please make a judgement call

whether what you need to talk is really that urgent that it needs interruption in the other person’s

workflow.

Slack/Whatsapp (Asynchronous) - This is the default way we communicate within the company.

Especially for non urgent tasks. Chatting allows the other person to look at your messages when

they have time/bandwidth to do so. The downside of this medium is that a lot of nuance is lost in

the chat. It also requires more effort on both parties to make sure that they give a proper context

of what they are talking about. It’s easy to misinterpret things or get half the picture from a chat.

Hence, it is not advisable to have complex conversations via this.
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Meetings (Synchronous) - This is similar to talking, but it requires talking for an extended period

of time (like more than a 5 to 10 minute conversation). Meetings are usually required to make a

decision and/or talk about something at length. Meetings can be a quick stand up meeting (for

smaller things), can be held at someone’s desk (again, for smaller things) or in some cases, done

in conference rooms (for private conversations and/or talking about deep complex issues). It is

also way more disruptive than the mode of “talking”. While doing a meeting, it is a must to have

the following -

● Set an agenda - Be sure to have the topic of the conversation nailed down to a very

specific level.

● Be prepared - All people coming to the meeting should have done their prior research

relating to the agenda before the meeting. It is required to do this to make sure that the

time spent in meeting is minimized.

● Time limit - Have a hard limit on how much time is required to go over the issue - and

more importantly stick to it. A 30 minute meeting should not expand into a 45 minute one

barring exceptional circumstances.

Tasks (Asynchronous) - We use Asana for task tracking. And only Asana. Please do not start

using other tools like handwritten notes, google docs etc to keep track of tasks. Having one

platform for all helps in cross team task tracking. If you need something urgently, please do not

use Asana to assign tasks, go talk with the person.

Data Sharing - We use spreadsheets and/or dashboards to share data. Make sure to give

appropriate title to the documents you share so they are easily searchable over time. Don’t use

short forms unless necessary and be as descriptive as possible (within reasonable limits - see

“Good Judgement” in Things we value).

Defaulting to over communication

This is one thing that is super important and cannot be stressed enough. The downside of under

communicating (i.e. not speaking/informing about something that has happened) is much much

more than the downside of over communicating.

We have seen several issues that could have been caught/solved at a much smaller stage (and

hence more easily) if it was talked about as soon as it was discovered. But, it did not happen

because

● There was some break in communication.

● Someone forgot to talk about it (frequently happens)

● They thought that it was unimportant to talk about (not so frequent)

● They thought they were disturbing the other person (frequently happens).
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These are all false assumptions.

Default to over communication! Inform whoever is affected by your work whenever you make a

change and/or a decision. Use asynchronous forms (as listed above) of communication to

communicate. This ensures that you don’t end up interrupting the other person but still convey

the required information. The only downside of over communication is that you might annoy the

other person, but you can always stop over communicating once you get the feedback that you

are giving too much information.
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PSHE Scale
(Copied from the book “self.debug” mentioned later in the document.)

I first heard of the PSHE scale when I was watching the series of “Blitzscaling by Ried Hoffman”.

Shishir Mehrotra’s talk about YouTube mentioned this particular way of looking at how much of an

“expert” a person is in their role. This has been applied internally in google and I find it to be a

very intuitive way of thinking this.

The PSHE curve looks like this.

PSHE stands for - Problem, Solution, How and Execution.

On the X-axis is the scope of the project a person can handle independently. It could be a bug fix,

feature, big feature, collection of features, a full product and so on.

On the Y-axis is the “expertise“ scale. Applying it to software engineers, going from the bottom up

-

● Execution (E) - Here you are given the problem, solution, how to go about solving it and

the person has to execute. What needs to be done is a well understood thing. An
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example of such a thing would be that you are given specific directions like - “Go create

this method on that Class and make sure you update these other 3 files to use your newly

created method to do the bug fix.”

● How (H) - Here you are given the problem, a solution and you have to figure out how to

implement the solution. In other words convert the solution into solid technical

requirements for engineering to execute.

● Solution (S) - Here you are just given the problem. You then have to go figure out a

solution and also understand the H and E. Usually you will have roles of technical team

leads who can design entire technical systems from scratch independently.

● Problem (P) - You are given a general domain and it's your job to figure out the problems

in that domain.

As you transition from E to PSHE, the nature of the problems you solve become more undefined

and broad in scope. It is also accompanied with more responsibility, independence and decision

making power.

Shishir mentions that some people call it leadership, but that he likes to call it “training wheels”. I

agree. The question you should ask yourself is - what is the biggest scope and responsibility can

you currently take without “training wheels”? And how can you transition from one level to

another?

Path of the PSHE curve

Another thing that Shishir mentions is that the path for people is non linear. As shown in the

graph above, he sees people have slow growth in the beginning for a long time and that they hit

an inflection point where suddenly you see a lot of growth in a short period (the circled part) and

then it again begins to taper off as the scope increases.

A thing to note is that the average in this case masks a huge distribution of curves that I have

seen people take. For example -
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PSHE Scale - Step Functions

Some go in a step process where they go through periods of lull then spurt, lull again, then spurt

and so on.
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PSHE Scale - Late Fast Ramp

Some people are stuck on the bottom left for a long time and then suddenly speed up to the top

right.
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PSHE Scale - Zoom!

And then there are really some talented engineers who go zooming from one corner to another

in no time at all. Less than a year in fact.
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PSHE Scale - Reality

People can reverse in these paths too - especially when they are emotionally disturbed or

something bad is happening in life. For example, I have seen plenty of young engineers first

progressing well and then suddenly enter a funk because they broke up from a long term

relationship and that seriously affected their work life too.

Importance of Mental Health

Being a software engineer means your mental health is paramount to you doing well at work.

This means that you are OK mentally in both your personal and work life.

If you find yourself sliding backwards in the PSHE curve - stop and reflect, what is it that is

affecting you? If the answer is something in your personal life then go prioritise it first. In the short

term you might keep sliding backwards but the faster you can get out of it - the better it is.

This also means that you have to keep your manager/supervisor into the loop of whats going on

in your personal life. I am not advocating telling everything about your personal life to your

manager/supervisor. But they need to know the general gist that you are not performing well

because of other things than work - you need to have the trust to be open about it with all your

colleagues, especially your manager/supervisor.
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If you are in a situation where you cannot have that kind of dynamic - it is a problem, get in touch

with Karan directly to address it.

Multiple PSHE curves

Lastly, each person has multiple PSHE curves depending on what they are into. So you as a

software engineer might have a curve for engineering which is very different for the one in

drawing/graphics which will be very different for any other skill. Be aware where you lie for what

skill, it will help you be at peace with yourself and give you motivation to continue further along it.
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Rough “levels” of software engineers

The levels defined below will change over time, our current version is as follows.

Please note that these are “rough levels”, they are not exact but would rather give a guideline on

where you are. If you haven’t read some of the books in each level, take the time out to do so.

Reading those books is the best way to accelerate your growth as an engineer.

Junior Engineer

- At E in PSHE scale.

- Understands the basics of coding, databases etc. Basically all the things in an

undergraduate Computer Science course.

- Generally write code with some guidance from a senior engineer.

- Does not have production access, on call duties, or deploy privileges.

- Does not have production DB access or production admin access.

- Needs help and guidance in building systems, data modeling, code structuring, API

design.

- Plan of Action requires guidance and reviews.

- Code reviews are focused on code structuring, variable naming, validating business logic,

edge case handling etc.

Required Reading -

- Code Complete 2

- Don't Make Me Think

- Finish the entire course in https://cantunsee.space/

Mid Engineer

- At HE on PSHE scale.

- Most of the guidance and discussion is centered around the Plan of Action, not the actual

code. Plan of Action focused on structure of code, data models, API design etc.

- Similarly, code reviews are focused on the larger structuring of the code and how the

code is designed.

- Partial access to production servers, full access to on call duties, full access to deploy

privileges.

- Partial access to production DB and admin.

- Can debug on production issues.
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- Can work semi independently and has ownership of certain features in the code base.

Takes time to understand the not familiar parts of the code base but can move quickly

with guidance from another engineer.

- Is generally 4x - 5x faster than a starting junior engineer. That is, something that takes 4

days for a starting junior engineer, will take 1 day for them.

- Has partial understanding of the architecture of the code base and the infrastructure

architecture.

- Partially can comment on the product aspect of the technical work - that is, understand

how the change is impacting the end user and can suggest changes to the solution if

required.

Required Reading -

- Everything in Junior Engineer Reading List

- Design of Everyday Things

- Pragmatic Programmer

Senior Engineer

- At SHE on the PSHE scale.

- Plan of Action is reviewed only for high level design discussions for complex systems.

Simpler stuff is done independently.

- Code reviews are optional based on their judgement.

- Full access to production app servers.

- Partial access to production DB and admin.

- Super fast in triaging production problems and fast in fixing them.

- 2x faster than a mid level engineer. Something that takes 2 days for a mid engineer takes

this person 1 day.

- Has large insight into the architecture, design and infrastructure of the systems.

- Has solid insight into the non technical aspects of the product/service and its impact on

end users. Can easily answer the “why” of most business decisions behind the technical

work.

- In limited capacity can impact the business decision itself with their insight.

Required Reading -

- Everything in Mid Engineer Reading List

- Mythical Man Month

- Visual Display of Quantitative Information

Recommended Reading (not compulsory) -
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- About Face

- Programming Pearls

Principal Engineer

- At PSHE on the PSHE scale.

- Super independent in most of the things. Only talks with Karan for review on big, complex,

high investment changes.

- Full access to any part of infrastructure.

- 2x faster than a senior engineer. Something that takes 2 days for a senior engineer takes

this person 1 day.

- Can make solid independent decisions on architecture, design etc. of the code base.

- Understands the business/product intimately and can easily contribute meaningful

insights to those discussions.

- This person is the “Go to person” for any thorny complex problem.

Recommended Reading (not compulsory) -

- Everything in Senior Engineer Reading List (required)

- Hacker News - news.ycombinator.com

- https://blog.codinghorror.com/recommended-reading-for-developers/

Performance Assessment and Compensation

The performance of employees is key to the performance of the company and vice versa.

One-on-Ones

We have a performance review done once a month for engineers. You are responsible to setup

the monthly review once a month - not your manager. If you do not set it every month, you will be

the one “losing out” on any feedback that is required for you to level up. Contact Abrar if your

review hasn’t been setup.

Monthly reviews are supposed to be done in the first 7 working days of every month. ONLY in

that window, if you miss that window, it's gone until next month. This is to make sure everyone’s

time is focused on this and is quickly done. The review length should be between 30 mins to 1

hour long.

As an employee, this is the time to talk about you. A one-on-one is an open space to talk about

anything that’s on your mind. Since we move fast, we often do not have the time to address all
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the things that are going on in your head. Make sure you talk about how you feel, what troubles

you, what you find exciting, puzzling life choices you have to make and more. Remember, this is

about you. There is no need to have a detailed review of all the tasks you have done, just high

level discussion over a few minutes is fine. This review is about you and your career path, not the

tasks.

At the time, your manager will also give you feedback to help you grow. We want everyone to

grow with the company and periodic one-on-ones are key to ensure this.

At each review, you will be given one of the following ratings -

● Excellent

● Good

● Below Average

Excellent
Congratulations! You hit all the criteria given to you in “Good” rating and now you get an Excellent

rating for that month. You will be eligible for a compensation increase. Your rating resets to

“Good” next month and a new set of criteria will be decided by both you and your manager

jointly.

Good

This means you are fulfilling the basic requirements for your current role. Feedback will be

provided on where the employee can improve. This will be a written down list of very specific

criteria that you have to achieve to get the next “Excellent” rating. This list will also be frozen so

you do not have a “moving target” problem.

Below Average

You are not fulfilling the basic requirements for your role. Feedback will be provided on why you

got such a poor rating. If you continue to get this rating multiple times, you will be asked to leave

the company.

You will also be kept updated on their rating during the monthly reviews and will agree on

specific goals set by themselves and their manager ( jointly set) on what they need to do to hit the

excellent bar. This is written down in a document that is created for the monthly reviews.

Compensation Review

A compensation review is done every 6 months (Apr and Oct). If you have an “Excellent” rating

before that month - then you are eligible for a compensation increase. It can be an increment on

your salary, one time cash bonus, ESOPS or a combination of any of them.
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Important: How to read the books mentioned above

Reading is the easiest way to accelerate your self learning and growth. We expect every single

engineer joining this organization to get comfortable with reading and learning via reading books.

The books recommended above are NOT meant to be read front to back like a story or a novel.

Some of the things you might already know, some of it will be outdated or too granular (like

examples of implementing sorting), some of it is just paragraphs of saying the same thing over

and over again. Feel free to skim through those parts.

Also, read them in short bursts, like 30 minutes to an hour at a time. Then come back to it over a

period of several days/weeks. This also enables you to “parallelly” read multiple books at the

same time.

A note about self.debug
The PSHE scale section above is copy pasted from an incomplete project that I worked on for a

bit and has since been abandoned due to my work commitments - its a book called self.debug. If

you want to read more about how to “think” about non technical aspects of software engineering,

go ahead and read it. It's rough and has sections missing, so expect it to not be a polished read.

// FINITO - GOODBYE
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